EasyRiser Kit for use with 10 x 15 Trimline Canopy
Instructions for Use
The EasyRiser makes it simple to lift the canopy roof without needing assistance from a second person.

This kit contains (2) Door Ells. Additionally,
you will be using two of the Canopy Legs..
Door Ell

Getting Ready to Raise the Roof
1. As you set up the canopy roof frame: Slide Door Ell Joints onto the upper horizontal poles at the
front and back of the frame, locating them as close to center as possible. Do not tighten thumbscrews.

Door Ell

Door Ell

*Illustration shows placement for using the booth with the 15' length at the front. If you'll be using the 10'
length at the front, place Door Ells right next the the sliding tees that support the Riser poles at the font
and back edges.
2. Finish assembling the canopy roof frame and rafters.
3. Temporarily attach one canopy leg to the Door Ell on the front horizontal pole, allowing the leg to sit
inside the canopy frame.
4. Spread canopy top over roof frame.
*Note: If space allows, it is helpful to position the roof frame approximately 2' further back into your
booth space than you wish the canopy to stand.
(over, please)

5. Standing at the front of the canopy, lift front edge of roof frame until the Leg swings down to support
the roof.
6. Insert two of the legs into the front Corner Joints. You may choose to install the telescoping legs in
their extended position, or you may install them in the collapsed position and extend them one at a time
once they are all in place. Remove Leg you used to prop the canopy and move it into it's final position at
the 4-way joint with rafter base. Swivel the Door Ell up out of the way, securing it with the thumbscrew.
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7. Now insert a Leg into Door Ell at the rear edge of
the roof frame. Lift the back edge of the canopy,
allowing leg to swing into place to support roof
while you attach the remaining two legs. You may
need to use the support Leg itself to push the frame
all the way to it's full height.
8. With the rear corner legs in place, remove and
replace center Leg into it's final position in the 4way joint with rafter base.
9. To take the canopy down: After removing all
StaBars, move the Rear Leg back to the Door Ell on
the rear wall and remove rear corner legs. Lower
back edge of canopy carefully and remove Rear
Leg. Repeat at the front edge, lowering the roof
frame to ground.
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A word of caution for windy days: All canopies are vulnerable to wind gusts until they are securely tied or
weighted down. Be especially careful while you have the front legs installed and the back edge of the canopy
resting on the EasyRiser pole. Ask a neighbor to help hold it down while you finish installing the legs.

